Brewster Library has an extensive collection of books on healing as used by the Order of St. Luke, indicated by the
initials, O.S.L. on the book spines located in a separate section of the library.
These books provide support to those suffering from illness, grief, broken relationships, depression, stress, or
addiction and those coping with aging and
caregiving.

ORDER of SAINT LUKE
A hunger for healing: the twelve steps as a classic model for Christian spiritual growth
Breaking free from depression: natural remedies for better living
Changes that heal: how to understand your past to ensure a healthier future
ORDER of ST. LUKE
Christ the healer
Christian healing by Mike Endicott
Dancer, off her feet
Deliverance from evil spirits by Francis MacNutt
Don’t sing songs to a heavy heart
Finding victory when healing doesn’t happen:
Breaking through with healing prayer
From generation to generation: a manual for healing
Good news for bad days: living a soulful life
Head first: the biology of hope by Norman Cousins
Healing presence: curing the soul through union with Christ
Heaven’s dynamite by Mike Endicott
Help me Jesus
Hope in times of trouble: seeking answers in life’s struggles
How to live between office visits by Dr. Bernie Siegel
How to let God help you through hard times
How to pray inner healing for yourself and others by Rita Bennett
Jesus the healer
Kitchen table wisdom: stories that heal
Let healing flow, Lord by Mike Endicott
Living beyond the daily grind by Charles Swindoll
Living through personal crisis
Living without pain
Lord, heal my hurts by Kay Arthur
Loving what is: Four questions that can change your life
Making stress work for you: ten proven principles
One step at a time: a story of endurance and perseverance
Overload syndrome: learning to live within your limits
Praying for wholeness and healing (Intercessory prayer) by Richard J. Beckmen
Prescriptions for living: inspirational lessons for a joyful, loving life by Dr. Bernie Siegel
Rediscovering kingdom healing by Mike Endicott
Resting in the heart by Rev. Paul A. Feider
Shattered dreams: God’s unexpected pathway to joy
The passion to heal by Mike Endicott
The power to heal by Francis MacNutt
This too shall pass: keeping faith during tough times
Trinity of man: the three dimensions of healing and wholeness by Dennis & Rita Bennett
Trust Yates: stories of a guide dog by Mike Endicott
Turning hurts into halos and scars into stars
When God doesn’t make sense by James Dobson
When your world falls apart: seeing past the pain of the present by David Jeremiah

Wrestling with grace: a spirituality for the rough edges of daily life
Your perfect right: a guide to assertive living
Small Paperbacks, not to be overlooked, in the O.S.L.section
Healed of cancer
How to handle trouble
Look up . . . while lying down
Illness – Cancer
A child shall lead them: lessons in hope from children with cancer
A journey through cancer
Damaged but not broken: a personal testimony of how to deal with the impact of cancer
Journey to hope: leaving the fear of breast cancer behind
Living without pain: arthritis, fibromyalgia, lupus, chronic fatigue syndrome
No such thing as a bad day
The heroic path: one woman’s journey from cancer to self-healing
The inheritance
Aging
Alzheimer’s: the answers you need
Full of years: aging & the elderly in the Bible & today
Growing though mid-life crises
Learn to grow old
Living with grief: Alzheimer’s disease
Managing your memory: practical solutions for forgetting
My journey into Alzheimer’s disease: a true story
September song
Still Alice
The other talk: a guide to talking with your adult children about the rest of your life
The rights of the dying
Tuesdays with Morrie
The following add a touch of humor to the topic of aging:

Help, Lord! I’m having a senior moment
Humor & healing
I’m too young to be this old
Over the hill and on a roll
Caregiving
52 ways to show aging parents you care
Bible readings for caregivers
Caring for a loved one with cancer
Caring for you elderly parents
Christian caregiving
Healing for loved ones and for you
Healing words for healing people
Inner healing: A handbook for helping others & yourself
Instruments in the Redeemer’s hands
Intervention
Living with grief: Alzheimer’s disease
Still Alice
The 36-hour day: Alzheimer’s
The caregiver resource guide
The new codependency

Who cares? Simple ways to reach out
Relationships
30 days to taming your tongue
Boundaries: When to say yes/when to say no to take control of your life
Helping when it hurts
Hope when you’re hurting
Learning to live with the people you love
Letting go and moving on: Easing retirement for professional men & their wives
Mending hearts mending lives
Recovery from divorce
What to do when you don’t know what to say
The wounds of divorce
Your temperament: Discover its potential
Grief
A severe mercy
A time to grieve
Be not afraid
Embraced by the light
Experiencing grief
Finding God in times of sorrow and despair
Finding hope and healing
Finishing well to the glory of God: strategies from a Christian physician
Good grief
Grieving the loss of someone you love
How to go on living when someone you love dies
How we grieve
Praying our goodbyes
Rebuilding and remembering
The healing of sorrow
The journey home
The last lecture
The year of magical thinking

